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ABSTRACT 
In business world, making a good and correct decision is essential but for a person 
alone to make the decision, the result will be incorrect as human being will include 
their emotion while making the decision. In order to fix this problem, a business 
system that fully utilized their previous business's data and pattern should be 
developed. The scope of this report is to give an overview about how this system 
being developed and worked provided with some related research and discussion. In 
this project, it will use data mining technique in order to fmd the most suitable 
logistics vendor to be used in a company. In order to get the pattern, there are several 
factors that will be considered for examples the rate given, destination, services 
provided and etc. The main objective of this project is to analyze past vendor's data 
set from a company by using data mining technique, thus, it will help the user to 
make a better decision. By using the technique, the set of data will be group into 
vendor's company classes and the most frequent vendor that has been used before 
will be selected and the system will prompt the user. The methodology used in this 
project is Extreme Programming (XP) methodology because there are many 
advantages such as this methodology can apply to changes. This project will help a 
collaboration company to improve their decision making and business performance. 
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Each system which applied with data mining will be able to provide and extract 
pattern from data given. It means, the system will become an intelligence system 
because it has ability to make a decision based on information given. With the 
implementation of data mining in the system, it will make the system has more value 
and it will help people to make a decision faster without involving emotion or other 
difficulty. 
Nowadays, there are thousands of systems or applications that help people making 
decision for example, shopping basket analysis system which it will examine the 
contents of the entire shopping basket as recorded at the time of checkout, store's 
owner can identify the items that tend to be purchased together. This system is using 
one of the data mining techniques which are called association rule. Moreover, there 
are a lot of companies had successfully installed data mining applications in their 
business work processes. There is a pharmaceutical company that can determine 
which marketing strategies will help them boost out their company's sales by 
analyzing its recent sales force activity. The constant and dynamic analysis of the 
data warehouse allows the organization to apply best practices in specific sales 
situations. Thus, for a conclusion, in this report, it will contain some research about 
existing system, the technique that will be used to gather and mine data and also 
work progression in order to complete the system. 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Currently, staff in the collaborator's company is having a problem in selecting 
vendor for the customer. In order to fmd vendors that suit with customer's 
preference, the staff needs to check back past transaction between the company and 
vendor's company. Therefore, sequentially, the user cannot make immediate decision 
each time they selecting the vendor company. Moreover, there is a lot of useful data 
produce in daily business activity between the company and vendor's company that 
has not being fully used by them. 
Thus, having an intelligence system in a company will improve the speed for making 
decision. Moreover, making a good decision had become a crucial thing in a business 
world. Once a businessman took a wrong decision, it will affect the entire company. 
Hence, nowadays, with the help of technology, it is easier for a people to make a 
decision. In order to make the system works better, data mining can be applied in the 
system. With data mining, bunch of data will be analyzed and transformed into 
valuable information. Previously, the author had to develop a system which allows 
the user to view each of vendor's rates. However, the function of the system is just to 
view the vendor's rate and it does not help the user to choose which vendor is the 
best choice. Therefore, a system that applies with data mining is needed which 
means, the system will help the user to choose which vendor to be used after 
considering and analyzing some factors and make full use of data produced in the 
company. 
It is·important to develop this system because the company always received some 
complaints from customers about delivery time and poor services. This problem will 
affect company's performance and reputation. Thus, with the help of this system, it 
will increase company's performance and it also helps company to cut loses. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of developing this project are: 
• To analyze past vendor's data set from a company by using data mining 
technique. 
• To calculate the highest probability result on which vendors can be used for 
next business activity. 
• To produce the best result in order to assist people to make business decision. 
1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 
This system will use data from the Freight Forwarding Department, MISC Integrated 
Logistic (MILS). In the system, it will allow the user from the author previous 
internship's company which is MILS to choose which logistic vendor will be used. 
The logistic vendors are categorized by several categories like inland transportation 
vendor, sea freight or crane/forklift rental vendor and sea freight vendor. Each 
vendor has their own vendor's and rate. MILS is a subsidiary of MISC Bhd, a well-
known provider of best-in-class maritime transportation and logistics services. MILS 
is an intermediaries company between vendor who provides logistic services and 
customer who seek for their services. The dataset collected is about past data 
transaction between vendor, MILS and the customer. The target user of this system is 
the company's staff. 
The system will provide a decision to the person in charge which vendor from a 
group of competing vendor, is the best choice to be used based on pattern that had 
been analyzed. Therefore, after data analyzing had been done by using the data 
mining technique, a system will be developed and the output from the system will be 
compared with the user's actual decision. All data had been collected from MILS. 
The system will be developed by using Visual Basic language and data mining 
machine learning software which is WEKA to compare whether the result produce 
by the system is correct or not. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
A system or application applied with data mining technique can become a powerful 
tools and it allows great potential for a company to manage and focus of important 
data in their data warehouse. All data mining tools and techniques predict patterns 
and future trends in order to allow businesses make a good, proactive and also 
knowledge-driven decision. There are many businesses already applied data mining 
applications in making business decisions and most of them had successfully 
survive and gained more profits. Thus in this research, the definition of what is 
exactly data mining and vendor logistics will be explained as well as technique that 
will be used and some advantages of using it. 
2.1 DATA MINING 
Data mining is the emerging science and industry of applying modem statistical and 
computational technologies to the problem of finding useful patterns hidden within 
large databases (John, 1997). There are many references can be referred about 
classification from machine learning, statistics and pattern recognition such as from a 
book written by Weiss and Kulikowski (1991). 
By mining all the information and knowledge from databases, it can become an 
important area and help generate major revenue to many industrial companies. 
Usually, analysis in data mining involved past events provided by retrospective tools 
of decision support systems. According to Ming-Syan, Jiawei and Philip who are 
interested in digging the beauty of data mining, with the existing capability, it is easy 
for us to generate and collect data. For example, the use of advanced database 
software, the computerization of many businesses and the use of widespread had 
provided us with a large number of data. Because of that, a new techniques and tools 
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which can intelligently and automatically transforms those data into useful 
information and knowledge are needed. As a result, data mining had become one of 
important research area to develop a powerful tool. 
2.2 VENDOR LOGISTIC 
Vendor logistics is a person or a company who manages the flow of goods, 
information or other resources between the point of origin and the point of 
consumption in order to meet costumer's requirements. Logistics involved 
transportation, inventory, warehousing, material handling and security of the goods. 
In a logistics provider company, for example MILS, they usually outsourced their 
logistic vendors in order to bring customer's goods from one point to the other point. 
Vendor logistics involved all processes that need to be done in order to move the 
goods from one place to another place. 
Some of vendor logistics are inland transportation, sea freight or crane and forklift 
rental. Inland transportation is a service provide by vendor to move goods using lorry 
or prime movers. Sea freight vendors involved any activities in order to move 
containers by using sea transportation like ship or cargo. Most of companies involved 
in logistics believe that each delivery needs to have a right thing, at the right place 
and at the right time. Therefore, making a right decision in choosing a right logistic 
vendor is important if those companies want to keep their promises to their customer. 
2.3 MINING VENDOR LOGISTIC DATA 
2.3.1 Current Methods 
In mining data from vendor logistic data, currently, most of the businessmen do not 
know the important of mining those data by using data mining technique. According 
to Liu and Zhang (2009), in China, logistics data have not taken any modem 
information technique as foundation, which they have not put all the information 
processes together and make efficiently, unimpeded comprehensive logistics system. 
There is very little analysis and thought is applied to make decision for selecting 
logistics vendor become more effective, efficient and automated (Frazell, 2002). The 
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opportunities of improvement for a better method are learned and gleaned thru data 
mining and the application of decision support system. 
2.3.2 Data Mining Techniques 
Dr. Fred Menger had said that, "is nothing else than torturing the data until it 
confesses, and if you torture it enough, you can get it to confess to anything" which 
means by manipulating and analyzing data, those data can transform into any useful 
and helpful information people's need. There is article written by Graettingger 
(2009) which showed a step on translating customer knowledge into actionable 
business strategies. This can be prove that, by using data mining, there are a lot of 
predictions can be made before venture in any area. 
In data mining, there are many techniques can be used, for example, decision tree, 
polynomial networks, consensus models, regression and many others. In article 
written by Jiawei and Micheline (2006), it showed in details on how each of those 
techniques being used. Therefore, in order to manipulate and fmd patterns of the 
data, we need to follow steps in the technique used as well as their algorithm. 
Finding the correct technique is important in order to get the correct pattern without 
wasting much time analyzing the data. There are many products of data mining that 
used the same concept as this system. For example, in article written by Chen, Chou 
and Hwang (2003), they did a research about analyzing prescription patterns for 
antacids in Taiwan. In this research, they used association rule technique to identify 
the drugs prescribed with antacids. By using that technique, they managed to come 
out with some rules that had been used widely. Many researchers had used this 
technique to analyze behavior or pattern based on past data. For example, there is an 
article about evaluating methods that had been used to predict word tendency that 
often been used in a text (Atlam, Oono and Aoe (2003)). In this research, they used 
decision tree technique in order to get the result. 
In developing vendor rate system, the author used Naive Bayes Classifier to analyze 
data because this technique can be successfully used in decision support system. 
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2.3.3 Naive Bayes Classifier 
Naive Bayes Classifier is an approach for modeling probabilistic relationships 
between the attribute set and the class variable. This technique is based on Bayesian 
theorem and is particular suited when performing sophisticated methods. According 
to Meiner (2003), the Naive Bayes classifier selects the most likely classification 
with given attribute values. 
2.4 ADVANTAGES OF USING DATA MINING TECHNIQUE 
In this developing world, knowledge is power. Whoever has more knowledge and 
information, they definitely can survive. But how we can get more data? This is 
exactly what data mining is about. Knowledge allows us to make strategic decision 
which at the end of the day, it will help our businesses to be succeed. In order to 
efficiently used data mining tools, a large amounts of past data are needed. Many 
businesses are using automated tools to study the behavior of their customer or 
supplier. Once information has been obtained, it can be used in various ways which 
will allow the company to predict behavior of those parties. 
2.5 CONCLUSION 
In nutshell, each dataset can be transformed into useful knowledge by using data 
mining technique. Therefore, in mining dataset for vendor logistic data, N alve Bayes 
classifier will be used as this technique will helps the selected attribute find which 




3.1 METHODOLOGY USED 
After a few considerations, Extreme Programming (XP) methodology was selected 
as shown in Figure 1. There are many other methodologies that can be used like 
Agile Development methodology or Serum and Dynamic System Development 
Method (DSDM). 
,----------, 








Figure 1: Extreme Programming (XP) methodology. 
3.2 PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
3.2.1 Planning Phase 
In this phase, there are some plans and decision that had been made. First decision is 
in choosing the most suitable methodology than can be used in developing the 
system. After few considerations and studies, XP methodology is being used. There 
also some plans on how to gather data which through interview and by collect them 
personally from Freight Forwarding department. Work planned for the whole project 
also being created in this phase. 
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3.2.2 Analysis Phase 
Data analysis had been done in this phase. Some research about which data mining 
technique will be used to analyze data also had been done in this phase. Those 
techniques had been analyzed and the best technique had been chose. This phase is 
crucial as pattern will be generated from data analysis. Data gathering, interview and 
survey will be conducted in this phase. From the results, data analysis from those 
techniques will be done. Thus, use case and sequence diagram also will be developed 
in this phase. 
3.2.3 Design Phase 
Basically, in this phase, codes and databases will be developed. Interfaces also will 
be created in this phase. Calculation and formula for Naive Bayes theorem will be 
generated in this phase. From there, pattern and highest probability will be calculated 
and codes will be developed based on pattern's result. 
3.2.4 Implementation Phase 
After complete the development and design phase, error checking for the whole 
system will be done by user. In this phase, the system will be installed in user's 
computer and user decision in choosing vendors will be collected. The data collected 
will be compared with the system result. 
3.3 GANTT CHART 
From project's activities, proper Gantt chart that showed activities for each phase and 
time period that will be taken for each activity had been developed like showed in 
Figure 2. 
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PLANNING PHASE 
1. Identify problem statement 
2. Identify Objectives 
4. Creating Work Plan 
ANALYSIS PHASE 
1. Data Gathering 
2. Data Analysis 
3. Conducted Interview 
4. Conducted Survey 
5. Analysis Data 
6. Creating behavioral models 
7. Creating functional models 
8. Creating structural models 
DESIGN PHASE 
1. Designing Database 
2. Designing Decision Tree 
3. Designing Pattern 
4. Designing Interface 
5. Designing System 
IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
1. Construction and Testing 
2. lmj:!lementation and Training 
Ftgure 2: Gantt chart 
3.4 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 
In this system, Microsoft Visual Basic 2008 Express Edition will be used to 
developed interfaces and codes. WEKA machine learning software will be used as 
tool to compare the data set result with the result generate by the system. Microsoft 
Access 2007 will be used to store database for each supplier. Personal computer is 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 DATA GATHERING AND RESULT FROM INTERVIEW AND 
SURVEY 
4.1.1 Interview 
After conducting an interview with staffs from Freight Forwarding department, 
information about present method they used in choosing vendor has been gathered. 
Currently, when choosing a vendor, the staff in charge will compared each of vendor 
rates. The lowest rate offered by vendor will be selected. If there are several vendors 
offered the same lowest rate, the staff in charge will choose based on personal 
preference or another staff's opinion. Raw data about each vendor's information like 
price rates and contact's details also collected from the department. Moreover, they 
still used manual system to compare the rate which is by using table rates store in 
vendor's file. There is already a system to compare vendors' rate in the department 
but it is not being used because not user-friendly and quite complicated. 
4.1.2 Data Gathering from Interview 
Data was gathered from collaborator's company. Logistic suppliers are divided to 
three groups which are Inland Transportation, Sea Freight, and Crane and Forklift 
Supplier. Rates for each services and company's detail had been gathered. The 
department deals with fourteen different suppliers including in house supplier. For in 
house supplier, they only offered several services and for those services, the 
department is encouraged to use Haulage Department services. The details for three 
types of services are: 
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1. Inland Transportation 
Inland transportation is used for local deliveries in Peninsular Malaysia and 
Singapore by prime mover or lorry. For this service, the department can choose 
whether to use in house service which provided by Haulage Department or 
conventional supplier. Each of suppliers has two types of rates which by trip basis or 
by tonnage basis except for Haulage Department. The type of rate used is determined 
by customers themselves. There are eight suppliers including Haulage Department 
offer inland services which are: 
1. Arasis Sdn Bhd 
11. Aero Eagle Sdn Bhd 
lll. First City Entreprise Sdn Bhd 
IV. Lima Bintang Logistics Sdn Bhd 
v. Sankyu (M) Sdn Bhd 
Vl. Western Cineplex Sdn Bhd 
Vll. Xin Hwa Trading & Transport Sdn Bhd 
2. Sea Freight 
Sea Freight suppliers offer local deliveries to East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak) by 
ship. There are three suppliers offer this service to MILS which are: 
1. MISC Agencies Sdn Bhd, 
ii. JM (Johan) 
111. HUB 
3. Crane/Forklift Rental 
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In several deliveries, crane or forklift rental are needed to move container or tanks 
from prime mover to warehouse. Thus, for this department, there are four suppliers 
offer this service which is Superior, Tiong Wang, Tiong Hang and Gan Fatt. 
4.1.3 Sunrey 
A survey had conducted to twelve staffs who directly communicate with the 
suppliers. There are two departments that deal with suppliers which are Freight 
Forwarding department and Customer Service department. In the surveys, there are 
five factors each staff need to rate which are service's rate, service quality, on-time 
delivery, services availability and customer satisfaction. The staffs will grade each 
factor from scale one to four. 
4.1.4 Result from Sunrey 
In the survey, the author had analyzed each of questions answered by respondent. 
Detail for each result is as follow: 
Service's Rate 
For services rate offer by inland transportation suppliers, there are four companies 
offer very good rates and had agreed by all surveys' respondent as shown in Figure 
3. While for sea freight, about 70% respondents agreed that HUB company offer 
very good price compared to MISA and JM (Johan). As for crane and forklift 




1 I Aero Eagle 
0.8 F1rst City 
0.6 
1 Lima Bmtang 
I Sankyu 
0.4 Western 
0.2 I I 1 XinHwa I 1 Haulage 0 
Poor Fair Good Very Good 
1 JM(Johan) 
Figure 3: Result of Service's Rate 
Service Quality 
For thls factor, respondents need to consider how good each supplier finished their 
works, how they take care each delivered goods and how they threat MILS as the 
customer. From the result in Figure 4, even though there are companies offered low 
rates but they offered bad quality services. 
120.00% 
I AraSIS 
100.00% I ANO[agle 
80.00% F1rst C1ty 
60.00~· .. 
1 Luna Bmtang 
• Sankyu 
40.00~· .. . Western 
20.00~· .. I I. I X111 llwa 0.00% • Haulage 
Poor Fa1r Good Very Good JM(Johan) 
Figure 4: Result of Service Quality 
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Figure 5: Result of On time Delivery 
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For this factor, the respondent needs to evaluate each supplier that offers inland 
transportation and sea freight services. From the survey, all respondent agreed that 
Xin Hwa is very good in delivered goods on time while for sea freight, JM (Johan) 
give better on time service compared to MISA and HUB as shown in Figure 5. 
Services Availability 
The respondent said that sometimes, service's availability for companies like Xin 
Hwa or First City who offered good rate and good services is poor. Moreover, there 
is some period where prime movers or lorry in a company offered inland 
transportation services need to go to inspection or maintenance. 
Customer Satisfaction 
As shown in Figure 6, the respondents need to evaluate their satisfaction as 
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Figure 6: Result of Customer Satisfaction 
4.2 FINDING FROM DATA GATHERING 
Staffs in the department had encountered some problem using current method of 
choosing the vendor. The first problem is, although they choose vendor who offer 
lowest rate, the department still receives complaints from customers. This always 
occurred to sea freight vendor. Even though they offer low rate, but there are some of 
them provide low quality services such as late delivery, unsecure guard for delivery 
item, always broke customer's item or involve in major accidents. This can be clearly 
seen in the surveys' result answered by staffs in the company. All these complaint 
had effect company's reputation and performance. 
Other problem is when there are several vendors who offer same lowest rate, it will 
be hard for a staff in charge to make a decision in choosing which vendor to use. 
This will result to late decision making and usually personal preference and other 
opinion can be bias and lead to wrong selection. Usually if they faced this problem, 
they need to discuss with their supervisor and checked into past transaction between 
the company and vendors that meet with customers' preference. Another encountered 
problem is the manual way they are using is outdated and difficult. By using file to 
store data, they do not have back-up file and all information in stored in only one 
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location. Staffs need to share those file with another staff in other department. 
Therefore, a system that complete with decision making function and user-friendly 
application to select logistic vendor is needed in the Freight Forwarding department. 
4.3 ANALYSIS 
After collected all information needed and realized current problems in the 
department, analysis of the data and result of interview need to be done. From the 
analysis, the author discovered that all the procedures/steps in choosing supplier use 
manual ways which is it too outdated for a big company like MILS. 
To applied Naive Bayes technique in this system, some new attributes need to be 
classified in order to calculate the probability. Therefore, from the survey that had 
been conducted, there are four important factors that will be used as attributes in 
order to find the vendor's class which are price ranges, destination, based location 
and type of each specific type needed. There is also services that need user to clarify 
whether customer complaint is one of important criteria for the customer. 
From the analysis, functional models had been created which are activity diagram 
and use-case diagram. 
4.3.1 Activity Diagram 
Figure 7 is an activity diagram of the system. After the user opens the system, the 
user will choose one from three services. After choosing the services, the user will 
select attributes value according to customer choices. Then, the system will 
automatically calculate the probability for each vendor from dataset according to 
attributes that had been selected. The probability of each vendor that had been 
calculated will be compare and the highest probability will be selected. The system 
will prompt the user the best two vendors that they can used. 
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Open the system 
Choose type of vendor services 
Select attributes value for selected services 
Calculate the probability for each vendor from dataset 
Compare the probability of each vendor 
Select the highest probability 
Show vendor's company with the highest probability 
Figure 7: Activity Diagram 
4.3.2 Use-Case Diagram 
In Figure 8, it shows each user's activities when use this system. There are three 
persons will used this system which are the user who basically the department's staff, 
the database administrator who will update and manage the database stored historical 
data and data mining analyst who will regularly check the data mining technique 






VENDOR SELECTION SYSTEM APPLIED WITH DATA MINING 
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4.4 The System 
4.4.1 How the System Work? 
After discovered the company's problem, the system had been developed according 
to what the user need. As being showed in the activity diagram (Figure 7), the user 
needs to choose which services they wanted to use. There are three services that the 
company need which is inland transportation, sea freight and crane/forklift. The 
interface for the main page of the system is shown in Figure 9. 





Figure 9: Main Page 
~ 
..&irlr 
I SEA FREIGHT I 
There are specific functions for each service because according to the staff, each 
services had their own problem, thus the system had been developed in order to 
overcome the problem. 
4.4.2 System Function 
As being mentioned before, there are three type of vendor which are inland 
transportation vendor, crane/forklift rental vendor and sea freight vendor. The details 
for each vendor's system function are as follows: 
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Inland Transportation 
The system will show page as m Figure 10 when user click on the inland 
transportation button. In this page, user needs to choose type of inland transportation 
whether to use conventional vendor or in house services. Conventional vendors are 
divided into two types which are vendor who calculate their rate base on tonnage or 
by trip. 
• Inland Transport Vendor Selechon System GJ\QI~ 
Type of Inland Transoort Servjce· 
1. D Conventional 
0 By Tonnage 
0 By Trip Basis 
2. D Haulage 
s"""'\ II e~ea 
Figure 10: Inland Transportation 
When the user chooses by tonnage or by trip conventional vendor, basically, the page 
like in Figure 11 will be showed. Although they have same page but they are 
connected to two different dataset stored in database. But, those two types of vendor 
provide different lorry's type to the customer. After the user choose the attributes 
value, the system will generate the result which are the vendor that has the highest 
probability like shown in Figure 12 
• By Tonnage Vendor SelectiOn system GJ~r:gj 
From 0 Pasir Gudang 
0 Singapura 
() Tebrau 
0 PTP (Port Tanjung Pe!epas) 
Submit 
Figure 11: Inland Transportation - By tonnage 
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Search result ['){] 
.~ The most suitable vendor for your choice is Xinhwa Company 
OK . l 
Submit 
Figure 12: The result 
How's actually the system generate the output? Like that has been discussed above, 
the system use Na'ive Bayes formula to class the past transaction between vendor that 
have same attributes values as what had user chose. The attributes for this data are 
destination, base location, price range, lorry's type and vendor. The formula is being 
tested and compared on WEKA. 
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Figure 13: How the system generate the output 
Based on Figure 13, the output was generated from dataset about the past 
transactions. From the dataset, the system will calculate the probability. Below 
showed how the formula works with database by tonnage conventional vendors. 
P (CiassfVendor) = P (From !Vendor)' P (To !Vendor)' P (Price Range I Vendor)*pjlorryTypefVendor) 
1. P( Class I Xinhwa) = (7 /35) * (16/35) " (31/34) ' (9/35) 
=0.02143 
2. P{CiassfArasis) = (7/24) * (4/24)' (3/23) '(5/24) 
= 0.002717 
3. P(Ciassf5star)=(2/11) * (5/11) * (1/10)" (2/11) 
= 0.0015026 
4. P(CiassfAeroeagle) = (2/9) * (3/9)' (1/8) '' (2/9) 
= 0.0020576 
S. P{Ciass I Sanky~ = (2/21)' (7/21) • (16/20)' (5/21) 
=0.006046 
As Xinhwa Company has the highest probability which means, for the attributes that 
user has chose, Xinhwa is the most frequent company that had been selected 
according to past transaction. Basically, for by trip conventional vendor also used 
same formula and concept as showed above. If user chooses haulage for inland 
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transaction type, it means the customer wants in house services provided by MILS. 
Thus when the customer choose this type of services, the user also need to select 
what the customer wants and the rate price for the selected criteria will be showed to 
the user as being showed in Figure 14. 
lfHau~e -Vendor Selectiqn System i_-:_liE](?5] 
Base 0 Johor Port 
-
Search result /XJ 
·.~ This is the search result of the rates you want to find: 
Haulage rate: $348.00 
Toll cost: $0.00 
Fuel cost: $48.15 
Total cost: $396.12 
( OK 
Submit 
Figure 14: Inland Transportation- Haulage 
Crane/Forklift 
For crane/forklift services, currently, there is only one vendor that had been used by 
MILS. Thus, for this services function, the user can see the vendor rate by month or 
by daily basis after choosing the crane/forklift type like being showed in Figure 15. 
Types: 
Period Charges : 0 Monthly 
0 Daily 
Submit 
Search result ~~ 




G$1 F.e.tt Forklift M~:~chlnery 
RM 2600.00 
RM 25. 00 per hour 
F.O.C 
OK 
Figure 15: Crane/Forklift 
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Sea Freight 
For sea freight services, there are some problems made by vendors thus it leads to 
customer complaints. Therefore, for sea freight service, before vendor selection 
being made by analyze past transaction of the vendors, the user will be asked 
whether the customer really care about vendor's reputation or they do not mind using 
vendor who has bad reputation regarding about customer complaint. 
Thus, for that reason, after user made their selection about customer choice, the user 
will be prompt by the system whether the customer cares or does not care about 
customer complaint like being showed in Figure 16. 
Do you think other custome complaint is imoortant to vou? 
0 Yes, it is important. 
0 No, I don\ mind. 
Submit 
Submit ,~ n .... · ~~ 
Figure 16: Sea Freight- Prompt User 
If number of complaint become one of crucial factor to the customer in order to find 
the sea freight vendor, number of complaint will be consider and become a 
weightage when calculating the probability. For the company who has higher number 
of complaints, their weightage will be lesser compare to the company who has less 
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number of complaints. Below showed the two results if the choose to care about 
number of complaints and the other way around like in Figure 17 






L ,,-,, J _.·.) ,_-;,·, ___-.:..___ _____________ _ 
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Po yru lbirk otrff a.Gtome compla!ot Is imoot,rt ID yru? Po yru !birk otl-ff ru;tome comolaint is imoot,rt ID yw? 
0 Yes, ~ i~ important. 0 Yes, I is impo;ant. 
0 No, I don\ mind 0 No, I doni mind. 
L____CE:J_--------'·- n 
Figure 17: Result comparison for Sea Freight 
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Others Function 
The other function include in the system is email function and information about 
each vendor's company. With the email function, after the user knows the best 
vendor that they want to use, the user can directly email the vendor through this 
function. All the details about the vendor like person in charge and the email address 
can be retrieved in the system as shown in Figure 18. 
Freight Forwarder 
Shipping Line 
Forwarding and Shipping Agent 
Courier Services 
SYSTEM 
Figure 18: Email and Vendor's Information function 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
As a conclusion, with the existing of the system, it will prove that an intelligence 
system is very important for businesses in order to success. In this project, the result 
of the system that used data mining techniques will be compared with the actual 
result that being choose by the user. After doing some research, data mining is used 
in many areas such as financial application, basket stores analyses and others. There 
are also some projects that had been developed outside that quite similar with the 
system which need to come with decision but those projects are in the different area. 
As this project used historical transaction data, there will be a problem if there are 
new vendor joined the company because this technique will choose the highest 
occurrence in selecting a vendor. Thus, for this problem, it is recommended for a 
user to revise the result produce by the system and it is up to company's management 
whether they want to give opportunities for the new vendor or not. 
Therefore, in nutshell, each data contains business activity that have been produced 
and stored can be transformed into new and useful information. With this new 
information, this system can help people/staff makes decision quickly and improve 
business activity process. In order to see whether the developed system is useful or 
not to the department, analysis about the result produced by the system and the user 
fmal choice need to be done in the future. 
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